Welcome to

“ Ball in Monaco ”
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Welcome to Ball in
Monaco - Charity for the Planet.

A very exclusive ball and fundraising Gala Dinner for
The Foundation Prince Albert II of Monaco
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“Man has lost the capacity to foresee and to forestall. He will end up
destroying the earth.” — Albert Schweitzer. We are here today to challenge
our habits and to try to foresee what we want the future of our kids to be.

The Ball Gown of our dancer turns into a silver earth. She dances with the world and
both, she and the world, turn around together… and ONLY together.
We have to understand this : the earth turns around with Man. But more importantly,
Man cannot turn around without the world. This vital link, this crucial interconnection, will
make the Ball begin or will make the Ball end… Let’s dance tonight for the future of our kids.
How can we keep turning down the invitation for change? You received a personal invitation for
our great Gala Diner tonight… It IS an invitation for change!
It is OUR turn to act! We can make it happen, and all together it could become a new turn in
History. It’s a turn of mind that should be a leitmotiv everyday in our daily lives. Sometimes it
is as simple as turning down the light when we don’t need it. Sometimes it’s a huge project
but it turns up to be feasible all together with our investments and commitment.
Our return-on investment is TREMENDOUS : it is the future happiness of our
children, grand and great-grandchildren.
Let us borrow some words from Winston Churchill :
«Everyone knew it was impossible, then someones turns up, who didn’t
know it was impossible, and HE did it!»
Let’s dance tonight for the future of our kids. May they dance
a long time in complete harmony with the world.
Welcome to Ball in Monaco!
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“

BECAUSE THE FUTURE OF MAN IS AT STAKE

”

I decided to set up a Foundation whose purpose is to protect the environment
and to encourage sustainable development (...). By definition, this is a common
global challenge that requires urgent and concrete action in response to
three major environmental issues :
climate change, biodiversity and water.

Prince Albert II of Monaco
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T he Prince Albert II of Monaco Foundation

promotes sustainable and equitable management
of natural resources and places the individual at
the centre of its projects. Its commited international team collaborates with networks of researchers
and companies in order to support innovative and
ethical solutions in three main areas: climate change,
biodiversity and water. The Foundation concentrates
its efforts in priority geographical zones : the polar
zones (Arctic and Antarctica), the Mediterranean region, Africa and Asia. The tropical rainforests house
at least 75% of the world’s biodiversity. The Foundation and the association MC2D have decided,
for 2010 - the Year of Biodiversity - to focus on the
essential protection of these ecosystems. One of
the concrete catalysts for change resides in the production, marketing and utilisation of certified wood
under the FSC (Forest Stewardship Council) label.

H.E. Bernard Fautrier
Vice-President, CEO of the
Foundation, explains :
“The effects of global warming, pollution, the
extinction of species and the threats to the indigenous people are considerable, especially in the
polar regions. On the other hand, the least developed
countries, particularly exposed to major environmental
issues, are affected by desertification, water scarcity
and deforestation. The Prince Albert II of Monaco
Foundation devotes part of its efforts to these
countries not only to find a solution to these
scourges, but also to contribute towards
their action in support of sustainable
development.”

Jacky Deromedi
Branch President - The Prince Albert II of Monaco
Foundation & Honorary Consul of the Principality
of Monaco in Singapore and in Dili

“ In Singapore we are surrounded by
countries who need immediate help.
This is why His Serene Highness Prince Albert II
of Monaco decided to establish the 8th
Branch of His Foundation in Singapore.
Being closer to these countries we understand
their urgent needs and we are able to follow
projects.
I am personally involved in Timor Leste
where we are educating the population
by providing specialists to teach them
how they can bring clean water to
villages, to understand that they
have to work with us for reforestation, plantations, construstion of fish
ponds…
In Timor Leste, The Foundation Prince
Albert II of Monaco has also built two
maternity clinics.”
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25 yrs Experience • Reliability • Competitivity
Tel. (+65) 6 887 46 86 • aprim@aprim.com.sg
www.aprim.com.sg

C hiang Yu Lan
&
D omen Krapez

Results for Domen Krapez and Monica Nigro
• 3rd in London Ball 2012 England
Oct 2012 (Professional Ballroom)
• 4th in International Championships 2012 England
Oct 2012 (Professional Ballroom)
• 3rd US Open 2012 USA - Orlando
(WDC Professional Ballroom)
• 4th Blackpool Dance Fstival 2012
(Professional Ballroom)
• 4th WDC European Professional Championship
Russia - Moscow
(WDC European Professional Ballroom)
• 4th Macau Open 2012 (Professional Standard)

Results for Domen Krapez and Chiang Yu Lan
• 1st in United States Dance championship
(Pro Am Open Gold Category)
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C hampions

in Ball in Monaco

D

ance On Us (Singapore), led by co-owner,
Tilly Wong, and Jason Beaman, her Professional
dance partner from Australia, proudly presents two
other fantastic dance couples from Melbourne to
join them for the dance presentation at the Ball in
Monaco.
Tilly Wong, better known as a flamenco performer,
literally dived into the ballroom scene two years ago,
teaming up with Jason Beaman for special performances
and ballroom competitions. They are Champions for
both the 2011 Singapore Open Champions, as well as
2012 Crown International Champions in Melbourne,
Australia.
Jason Beaman is a 6-time Australian Professional
Campion, World Professional 10 Dance Semi
Finalist - Dortmund, Germany, 9th place World
Youth Championships - Aarhus, Denmark and
Asian Pacific Professional Finalist - Hong Kong.

Jason, Brent and Shane are part of Marshere Dance
Studios, the largest dance studio group in Australia.
They run a successful dance school, which
recently won the 2012 Franchise of the Year
Aurora Awards For Excellence.
Brent Olifent & Shane Lawton, together
with their dance partners Jenni Pedersen
and Angela Trerice are highly regarded dancers.
In particular, Brent & Jenni are winners of
every Major Dancesport Championship in
Australia !
We are pleased to be able to present this wonderful
team of dancers, and to be part of this prestigious
event !

Guo Pei

Guo Pei worked for a wide range
of fashion companies before
becoming chief designer for
the newly established Tianma
in 1989. This clothing company
quickly became one of China’s
most popular women labels.
In 1997, Guo Pei was named
one of China’s top ten fashion
designers. She now has her own
studio in Bejing.

Asava

Polpat Asavaprapa felt a void
needed to be filled in Thai
fashion. A mission firmly in mind,
he established Asava in 2008,
and the brand hasn’t wavered
from its original aim of bringing
the reinterpretations of classical
timelessness to modern women
thriving in the fast paced world.

Barney
Cheng

Torgo

Couture Fashion Show
Ball in Monaco is proud to present an exclusive preview of Fide Fashion Weeks 2012 in collaboration
with The Shoppes at Marina Bay Sands. Enjoy a prestigious line up of some of the world’s most
acclaimed designers and couturiers.

Somarta

Junko
Shimada

After workig with the Mafia design
Studio & later at Cacharel, Junko
Shimada went on to launch her
eponymous line in 1981. 30 years
on, her ornate style, preference
for vibrant hues & irreverence of
80’s traditional minimalism continue
to define her today & has won her
many fans including Lady Gaga.

Yumi
Katsura

Yumi Katsura has always shown
an insatiable spirit of inquiry into
new materials and an unrelenting
pursuit of new techniques. She
aroused a sensation by introducing
the showy mariée dress style to the
world in a Roma Collection that
featured the « phosphorescence »
of fluorescent embroidery thread
on a dark ground.

Since Barney Cheng started his
own design studio in 1993, he
has been awarded numerous
prestigious titles, including a
place in Forbes China’s 2010
list of the « Top 25 Influential
Chinese in Global Fashion ».
Famed for his extravagant yet
simple style, his flawless tailoring
and signature designs has found
kindred souls both near and far.

Thomas
Wee

President’s Design Award Singapore
2012 - Thomas Wee has been in the
fashion industry for over 35 years.
His style is instantly recognisable
through his impeccable workmanship and sleek silhouettes. In
1991, the Straits Times selected
Thomas Wee as the Young Entrepreneur of the Year. Recently in
2011, he was voted by CNN Power
List as one of the 30 people who
have shaped Singapore.

Torgo’s creation’s are much
appraised by his counterpart
peers as he personally teaches
and oversees the tailors in the
process of making the designer
« deeli ». The designs are so
appreciated by the nation that
the arts and culture organizations
use his designs for performances
on stage.

Marc-Antoine
Barrois

Marc-Antoine Barrois was born in
a family from the textile industry
in the north of France. His designs
are shaped to flatter the body
without force and exceptional
fabrics like leather and exotic skins.
Each design is not only a rare garment
but an exceptional couture piece
for men.

Tamae Hirokawa created « SOMA
DESIGN » in 2006 and launched
the brand « SOMARTA » after
garnering invaluable experience
working with Issey Miyake. In 2006,
she was awarded the Newcomer’s
Prize of the 25th Fashion Grand
Prix and the Shiseido Sponsorship
Award.

To be continued…
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Yiqing
Yin

Yiqing Yin’s aim has been to
create garments that protect
and reinforce - being at the
same time a second skin and
supple armour. In 2011 Yiqing Yin
was recognized by the Chambre
Syndicale de la Haute Couture
in France as an « invited member
» to showcase during the official
Haute Couture Weeks.

Atelier
Gustavolins

Gustavo Lins studied to be an
architect in his native home of
Brazil. Indeed, he describes the
upside-down, stitched « T » that
shapes the elbows and shoulders of his jackets and the knees
of his trousers as the « pillar and
the beam » of his clothes.

Maurizio
Galante

Maurizio Galante couture is
versatile, interchangeable and
highly personal, claiming to be a
new generation of design.
It has been said that it represents
the memory of the past through
the artisanal, the poetic and the
intimate and it recognises the
future through technology and
innovation, by being pratical and
realistic.

Alexis
Mabille

Alexis Mabille launched his own
house in 2005, having worked for
such esteemed fashion houses
as Christian Dior, Lancôme and
Yves Saint Laurent. He started
his couture line in 2008, and is
an « invited member » of the
Chambre Syndicale de la Haute
Couture.

Julien
Fournié

In 2003, he was appointed creative
director at the house of Torrente
after interships with top fashion
houses including Dior & Givenchy.
In January 2011, Julien Fournié
presented his first show as a
guest member presenting his
« First Colours » collection only
on black models, a historical
Landmark for the first ever
all-black Haute Couture show.

Christophe
Josse

Christophe Josse designs ethereal
collections with lightness based
on creating romantic, sensual and
delicate silhouettes.
Christophe Josse was recognized
for his creativity and talent by the
Chambre Syndicale de la Haute
Couture as a « Grand Couturier »
in January 2011.

on aura
tout vu
by Livia Stoianova
& Yassen Samouilov

Bouchra
Jarrar

The house made its name creating
exclusive fashion accessories for
various Haute Couture brands
before starting its own collections.
In 2002, on aura tout vu by Livia
Stoianova & Yassen Samouilov
debuted its own Haute Couture
collection and each year since has
been an « invited member » of the
Chambre Syndicale de la Haute
Couture.

Bouchra Jarrar’s mission is to
reveal the elegance that all possess.
Boasting an impressive experience
with the ateliers of the fashion
houses Jean-paul Gaultier,
Balenciaga and Christian Lacroix, in
2010 she opened her own house.
Her designs are a combination of
masculine strictness and feminine
sensuality.

PUB MBS

Chef
Ball in Monaco is proud to serve you an
exquisite Menu specially created by world renowned

3 Michelin Stars Chef Guy Savoy

A

ward-winning Chef Guy Savoy is the
youngest of the French legends credited with
pioneering «Nouvelle Cuisine». His Guy Savoy
restaurant in Paris is considered one of the finest
haute-cuisine establishments in the world. Selecting
only the finest ingredients, Chef Savoy prepares and
serves with an uncompromising awareness of what
makes a dining experience truly exceptional. This is
what earned the prestigious Guy Savoy restaurant
in Paris three Michelin stars. As one of France’s most
celebrated chefs, Chef Savoy has been
awarded the Legion d’Honneur from
the French Minister of Agriculture
(2000) and the French President
(2009) and was voted France’s
Chef of the Year by his peers,
among his numerous honors.

The cuisine and
philosophy
of Chef Savoy
arrived in Marina
Bay Sands in 2010
with his eponymous restaurant, winning
accolades for its refined cuisine and impeccable service.
Guests can dine in its modernist dining room or choose
to have a pre-dinner aperitif at the champagne bar.
Based on a profound respect for carefully
selected ingredients, flavours are gently
coaxed so that every bite of food
makes a statement. Paired with
the best wine and delivered
with flair, each exquisite dish
creates a delicate mix of
aromas and flavours that
will tantalize the senses
of guests at Guy Savoy,
creating an epicurean
journey of a lifetime.
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Menu
L obster

in the style of autumn

Bridging land and sea, this dish features the seadwelling lobster prepared in three ways-chilled, in a
clear lobster gelée, and finally, served with a generous
seasoning of lobster coral, the flavorful essence of the
female lobster. The ‘land’ components are represented
in this dish by the autumn vegetables, which add earthy
sweetness to the lobster. To round off the dish, the beet
"blanc manger" adds a light and airy richness.

rtichoke and
black truffle soup,
layered brioche with mushrooms
and

Truffles

This velvety artichoke and black truffle soup is complimented by warm layered mushroom brioche spread
with black truffle butter. The soup incorporates two
contrasting ingredients - the humble artichoke
pairs up beautifully with the luxurious truffle to
present a divine soup that’s the hallmark of
Guy Savoy’s cuisine.
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Veal Shank
with pumpkin & bone marrow gratin,
«petit choux farci», celery root,
black truffle stuffed penne
& roasted wild mushrooms
Braised and lacquered veal shank with multiple
autumnal garnitures.

Chilled lobster served with raw and cooked autumn
vegetables, lobster gelée, and beet "blanc manger".

A

G lazed

The milk-fed veal is slow cooked for four hours and
lacquered in its own juices. The pumpkin and bone
marrow gratin is complimented by hints of nutty
and slightly sweet Gruyere, alongside little stuffed
parcels of cabbage filled with carrot, daikon
and chopped black truffle. Penne pasta stuffed
with celery root and roasted wild Chanterelle
mushrooms complete this dish.

C hocolate orb
Chocolate sphere melted tableside with chocolate
sauce to reveal poached pears, pear sorbet, and
chocolate nib tuile.
This signature Guy Savoy dessert will transform
before your eyes as hot chocolate sauce is poured on
the chocolate sphere, unveiling poached pears and a pear
sorbet within - a magical combination to complete your
gastronomic journey for tonight.

Wine list

Brancott Estate - Brancott
“B” Malborough Sauvignon
Blanc 2011
•

“The climatic conditions for the
2011 vintage have delivered a
superb example of this benchmark single vineyard wine.
While displaying the ripe grapefruit and fresh herbal aromas so
characteristic of Marlborough
Sauvignon Blanc, this wine stands
out for its wonderful palate
weight and complexity.”
Patrick Materman, Chief Winemaker
Though made to drink whilst
it is young and vivacious, this
wine may be cellared for up to
three years to develop further
complexity.

Brancott Estate - Terraces “T”
Malborough Pinot Noir 2010
•

“Crafted with grapes from lowyielding vines on our leading
vineyard blocks, the Terraces
Pinot Noir exhibits the highlights
this variety is capable of in Marlborough. The wine reflects the
stunningly beautiful place it is
grown - seducing you with its
concentration, complexity and
balance.”
Nigel Fraser, Winemaker
Given this wine’s peerless structure, it will continue to improve
for some number of years before
reaching its full potential.
Its fine structure and intense
concentration make it an ideal
match for a wide range of foods.

Perrier-Jouët Belle Epoque
2004
•

“The Cuvée Belle Epoque 2004
is like a freshly-cut diamond.»
Hervé Deschamps, Cellar Master
A 2004 vintage that remains true
to the Perrier-Jouët style
Floral: with white floral notes
of hawthorn blossom, linden
flower and white clover
Stylish: a fresh, well structured
wine, silky, airy and elegant, built
around a pronounced mineral
core.
Diamond cut: with an elegant,
lingering and rich aroma of white
floral notes that evolve into
notes of white fruit (pear, fresh
almond) and exotic fruit (pineapple), with a touch of aniseed
and even spice (fresh ginger).

Ball in Monaco Exclusive Benefits

-30%

Exclusivity

To celebrate this very unique ball, Perrier-Jouët generously offers very special benefits tonight
for
for our guests. You can order directly tonight
tonight
- Sauvignon Blanc 2011 : $46 per bottle instead of $69 Retail Price (per 6 bottles)
- Pinot Noir 2010 : $56 per bottle instead of $79 Retail Price (per 6 bottles)
- Perrier-Jouët Belle Epoque 2004 : $190 per bottle instead of $250 Retail Price (per 6 bottles)
By ordering you will make a true contribution to the environment as 10% of the proceeds will be given to Foundation
Prince Albert II of Monaco.
Delivered to your Home upon order and payment tonight
or upon order by e-mail to monacoball12@gmail.com followed by payment
For order only before 1st January 2013
All these products are under allocations and might take 2 to 3 months to be shipped accordingly to your orders.
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Auction
Review

Reserve
Price:
$14,000

Auctioned by the legendary auction house

Christie’s, the world’s leading art business, had global auction and private sales in 2011that totaled £3.6
billion/$5.7 billion. Christie’s is a name and place that speaks of extraordinary art, unparallled service and
expertise, as well as international glamour. Founded in 1766 by James Christie, Christie’s has since
conducted the greatest and most celebrated auctions through the centuries providing a popular
showcase for the unique and the beautiful.

Auction list :
• HSH Prince Albert II of Monaco watch
• Priceless Paris Fashion with Mastercard - 4 days
• Perrier-Jouët « A story of the present and the future »
• Lee Kuan Yew by International artist Marcos Marin
• Malmaison Punch bowl by Christofle
• Morning Dew by the great Singapore Artist Sun Yu-Li
• Bamboo Cane Vase Signed by Daum & Emilio Robba
• Daffodils Vase Green Yellow by Daum
• Rose vase Green Pink by Daum
• Brown Leather Stool Elephant by Lotus Arts de Vivre
• Amazing stay in Monaco by SBM
• Bali Luxury " Spirit Tree " - 7 nights
• Andy Warhol, Golden Marilyn - by Prestige
Discover exclusive benefits for tonight specially
for Ball in Monaco’s guests : p 23 & 30
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His Serene Highness Prince Albert II of Monaco
personal watch, by the high-end jeweller Chopard.
Certificate April 2012

Priceless Paris Fashion - 2 persons / 4 days
with personal Concierge, Guide, Stylist &
Professional Photographer
Shop in style along the historic streets of Paris with
your personal shopper.
Enjoy dinner atop the Eiffel Tower overlooking the City
of Lights where you will view the iconic sites that will be
the backdrop for your professional photoshoot.

A story of the present and the future

Day 1 : • Car service to luxury accommodation
• Welcome reception
Day 2 : • Shopping experience with a stylist
• Dinner in a trendy Parisian restaurant

Reserve
Price:
$8,000

Day 3 : • Receive a professional makeover
• Photoshoot around Paris iconic sites
• Dinner atop the Eiffel Tower
at the acclaimed Jules Verne restaurant
Day 4 : • Car service to airport
* Package includes a
US $1,000 pre-paid
MasterCard.
Excluding flights.

Reserve
Price:
$18,000

Once upon the time, there was a remarkable wine,
with two stories to tell... In honour of its 200 year-old
legacy, Perrier-Jouët launches the first champagne
heirloom : “Perrier-Jouët Bi-Centenaire”.
The first takes place today: a champagne-lover treats
himself to a magnum of Perrier-Jouët Belle Epoque
1998. The second takes place in the future : many
years later, his descendant or another loved one in
turn enjoys a magnum of Belle Epoque 1998 that
has been passed down through the years in his
inheritance.
A masterpiece of oenological, artistic and epicurean
pleasure, showcased by a work of art signed by the
hand of the acclaimed American artist, Daniel Arsham.
A unique creation, in the form of twin sculptures
cradling the two exceptional magnums.
The lucky bidder will also experience a very exclusive
Moment :
A night at the originate Maison Belle Epoque
A pure Art Nouveau masterpiece in Epernay, for your
private very sophisticated 2 Person Stay for 1 night with
a Private Chef Menu served in the Belle Epoque Living
Room, served with exquisite Champagne tasting and a
private visit of Perrier-Jouet Caves.

Lee Kuan Yew by International artist
Marcos Marin

Reserve
Price:
$8,800

At the Cité des Arts in Paris in 1990, Marin met Vasarely.
Intrigued by the work of Vasarely, Marin embarked
on the adventure of optical art. Subsequently, Marin
won 12 awards for his artwork :
The Fiat Columbus celebrating the 500th anniversary
of the discovery of America (Museum Fiat of Turin)
and the Philips Collection of The Mona Lisa.
During this decade, Marin played an important role
in cultural development between Brazil and France
for the IAA UNESCO.

In 2000, Marin moved to the United States, Miami
Beach, where he set up his studio. In 2003, Marin
initiated his first monumental sculpture, which was
exposed to the Coconut Grove Convention Center to
mark the inauguration of the great art fair “Arteamericas”.
Marin also won the “Best of Florida’ contest.
Marin’s inauguration in Monaco featured a magnificent
portrait of Princess Grace, which is now exhibited in the
new museum of Monaco. A few days after the death
of Prince Rainier III, Prince Albert summoned Marin
to construct the official monument dedicated to his
father. This monumental work was unveiled January
18, 2006 at the entrance to the Cirque de Fontvieille.
In 2006, Marin met the designer and patron,
Pierre Cardin, who offered him the opportunity
to make large-format works in the studio of
Lacoste.
“My paintings do not define a time, but
perpetuate a moment of glory that
brings about an enchanted perspective”.
Unlike Vasarely, Marin goes beyond by
drawing lines that complement natural
human characteristics and movement.
This novel technique breathes life into
the human image.

Ball in Monaco is honoured to have The Artist himself
with us this evening !

Malmaison Punch bowl

Christofle

Malmaison collection was launched in 1963 inspired
by The Malmaison château (near Paris) the favourite
residence of Napoléon Bonaparte and his wife the
Empress Josephine de Beauharnais. The empress
acquired the Malmaison chateau and transformed it
into a beaming residence.

Christofle is a symbol of luxury and elegance. Since
its founding in the mid-19th century, it has been a
continuous innovative force and has infused each era
with a new art of living.

(H 25cm, Diameter 41cm )

The central motive of this extensive
Christofle collection is the
frieze of delicate palm
leaves symbol of
the Napoleonic
victories on the
spatula
and
the
outer
edge of the
products.

Today, Christofle continues to present Haute
Orfèvrerie in its exclusive silver pieces and
also provide a way of personalization
such as engraving services.
As in the past, whether
gracing the tables of
emperors, princes, or
maharajas, in palaces,
on board the
Trans-Siberian
Railway, Orient
Express,
oceanliners,
contemporary
restaurants,
Christofle
c o n ti n u e s
to make an
impression.

Morning Dew
by the great Singapore Artist
Sun Yu-Li (H 44,6 cm)

Ball in Monaco Exclusive Benefits
To celebrate this very unique ball, Christofle generously offers very special benefits tonight for our guests.
You can order directly tonight or upon order by e-mail to monacoball12@gmail.com
Enjoy 10% discount on the very elegant Christofle jewellery collection.
In addition, by ordering you will make a true contribution
to the environment as 10% of the proceeds
will be given to Foundation Prince Albert II of Monaco.

-10%

Exclusivity
for
tonight

Sun Yu-Li is one of Singapore’s leading artist. He has a
distinctive style, unique and innovative technique. Yu-li
is an active artist who has put Singapore on the world
map with overseas installations and exhibitions.
Yu-li gives back to community through charity efforts,
educational outreach and advisory rôles. He set up
Sculpture Square and co-founded Emilly Hill.
Yu-li constantly reaches out to other arts groups (dancers, musician, théâtre groups) to stage new forms of
artistic expression
He strives to bring art to people with initiatives like the Chingay Art Float, SMRT EZ-Link cards, postal stamps, coins and
KrisShop Gift Pack.

Since 1878, Daum France has seduced the world’s greatest collectors.
Basing itself on its values of Creativity, Art, Innovation and Exclusivity, Daum clearly expresses its ambition
to reinforce its image of a great international luxury brand serving unique creative projects, through its
purity, its singular way of bringing to life the flamboyant intensity of colors and the harmony of lines.
Through crystal and, by extension, works from pâte de verre, that unique material for which Daum France
alone masters the technique to perfection, the French house has succeeded in capturing the attention of
collectors the world over.
Every piece Daum design has a unique and distinctive character thanks to the brilliance of crystal and the
intensity of the colours.

ROSE VASE Green Pink

Pâte de cristal
H : 30cm - Daum Creative Workshop
Rich in subtleties, delicate and playful,
the beautiful colors of the pâte de
cristal endow this refined Rose vase of
Art Nouveau inspiration with a luxurious
and enchanting note.

Reserve
Price:
$3,800

Bamboo Cane Vase Signed
by Daum & Emilio Robba
Limited 388 pc Pâte de cristal
H : 38 cm - Emilio Robba

Renowned floral art designer sculptor, Emilio Robba,
has created for Daum an exotic collection which
celebrates the beauty and the force of bamboo.
With a limited edition of 388 pieces worldwide, this
is a strong representation of Emilio’s works of both
charm and subtlety.

Daffodils Vase Green Yellow

Pâte de cristal
H : 24.5 cm - Daum Creative Workshop

A pale green hour-glass Art Nouveau style
vase forms the stems of the beloved daffodil
flower blossom. The petals drape downward
fading from yellow to amber.

Reserve
Price:
$6,000

Reserve
Price:
$5,000

Brown Leather Stool – Elephant
Approximate size : 35 x 60 x 45 cm.
Inspired from the powerfully religious and cultural
symbol over much of Asia, the elephant remains one
of the strongest creatures to have walked the earth.
Lotus Arts De Vivre, has created the elephant in
many forms, as an ode to the entire animal kingdom.
This Beautiful Elephant stool embodied in brown
leather is crafted meticulously and embellished
in pewter. Its metal trims and detail represents the
great craftsmanship of its maker. Aside from its remarkable make, this stool is, without a doubt,
pleasing to the eyes with its quirky design.
With all the brilliance that it already is,
this brown leather stool is a fully
functional decorative piece as
its name suggest and still
remains an ideal playmate
for children.

Reserve
Price:
$3,800

Reserve
Price:
$3,800

Amazing Monaco
3 nights stay at the world-renowned Hôtel de Paris,
the most prestigious hotel in Monaco.
Enjoy a sea view, a few steps away from the legendary
Casino and a romantic dinner for 2 at Le Grill restaurant
or a soothing massage for 2 at Les Thermes Marins
de Monte-Carlo.

Bali Luxury "Spirit Tree"
7 nights / 3 bedrooms
Welcome to Sukma Taru (Spirit Tree), a stunning villa
perched on the western ridge of the Ayung valley at
award winning Como Shambhala Estate at Begawan Giri.
The Estate is a unique residential health retreat located
above a peaceful riverbank in the heart of Bali.
Sukma Taru comprises 1 master bedroom and 2 guest
bedrooms, with spectacular views down the valley.
It blends the beauty of traditional Bali with complete
luxury. It has a built up area of 488 square meters,
and a long infinity-edge swimming pool stretching
into the valley on stilts (13m long by 4m wide).
Generously sponsored by Christopher & Su Shan Wilson.

Reserve
Price:
$3,800

Andy Warhol,
11.41 : Golden Marilyn
Sunday B Morning Editions
Type : Serigraphie, framed
Size : 36 x 36 inches
Value : SGD 5,300

This delightful piece depicting Marilyn Monroe
demonstrates Warhol’s iconic pop style. It
was produced by Sunday B Morning (the
print house Warhol signed with in 1967).
Produced posthumously these
works have proved to be a
collectors’ favorite.

Reserve
Price:
$3,800

Special Thanks to our donors
$100,000 & above

Celton (Andy Wong)
Fide Fashion Weeks
Marina Bay Sands Pte Ltd
MasterCard Asia/Pacific Pte Ltd
M.I.D.A.S. SAM (Monaco International Diamond Auction Society)
Perrier-Jouët

$25,000 and above

Adstoria
Aprim Interior Design
Continental Steel Pte Ltd
Encore! The European Season in Singapore
Lee Foundation
Oclaner Asset Management Pte Ltd
Julie Shen

$15,000 & above
Bank of Singapore
Ms Chiang Yu Lan & friends

$10,000 and above
BNP Paribas (Viviana & Jean-Pierre Bernard)
DBS Bank
Pauline Tan
Lotus Soh
Ron and Janet Stride

$1,000 and above
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Celeste and Lawrence Basapa
Paulina Bohm and Thomas Welte
Chan Kwai Sum
Dr Manju Chandran
Corinna Chang
Julian and Sandra Chang
Margaret Chew
Drs Kevin & Iroshini Chua
Credit Suisse
Edmund and Ivy Goh
Dr June Goh
Katsuji and Gerti Iwatake
Elena Iwatake
Patty Kaunung and Phillip Widjaya
Billy Lee
Trina Liang
Peter and Irene Lim
Dr Julie Lo and Eugene Lai
Franck Manichon
mSE Solutions

Oscar and Audrey Mico
Million Lighting Co Pte Ltd (Nana Au-Chua)
Dr Adrian Ng
Piali Normand
Matthew Ong
Mathias and Angelica Oschatz
Krishna Ramachandra
Kirstin Rehkopf
Erika Sagita
Dr and Mrs Jiten Sen
Linda Soo-Tan
Yang Tai Song
Tan Min-Li
Janet Tang-Liok
Sara Taseer
Rosalynn Tay
Nicki Von Bueren
Kris Wiluan
Kevin and Grace Wong
Yong Jie Min

Special thanks to Benoit Badufle,Director of Sales & Marketing - Asia Pacific - Monte-Carlo SBM
& Patrick Fiat, Royal Plaza Scotts

